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Welcome!

This Tiny Book Course Journal is the perfect 

companion to carry around when inspiration 

strikes or when you need to fi nd some space for 

inspiration. Use this alongside the program to 

help brainstorm your book idea, title, or to 

simply help you get into the fl ow when writing 

your book.

Also, see how simple this tiny book is? 

Regardless of the physical size of the book, 

keeping it simple can help you get it done and 

create something you are proud of!



CHOOSING A TOPIC

When thinking about a book topic, ask yourself the following 
questions and write your answers below.

What topic/topics excite you and light you up?
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What is something you can talk about for hours and  
not get sick of?

What are you obsessed with?
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SIMPLIFY YOUR TINY BOOK

What’s a tiny idea/ideas you have?

When it comes to starting your book project, so many of us 
have a vision for what a book looks like or feels like. We think 
a book needs to be 200+ pages in order to make an impact. 
But tiny books can make a great impact, too. There are so 
many tiny books that are beautiful, teach us great lessons, 

and provide us with valuable stories and content. It’s easy to 
get caught up in wanting stuff your book with content, but 
the challenge we want you to think about is how you can 

make your book even simpler. 
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How could you make your idea even simpler?

Okay, now think even simpler than that. What would that 
tiny book look like?
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OUTLINE

What are some ideas or topics you would like to include 
in your tiny book? How do you envision the content 
outlined?
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TITLE IDEAS

Keep a running tab of book titles here:
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WRITING PROMPTS TO GET YOU UNSTUCK

Write a fan letter to someone who inspires you.
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What would your younger self be proud of you for today?
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Describe what you were like as a child.
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Your friend just got the nastiest rejection letter of their 
life about a dream they had been tirelessly working on 
for so long. The rejection was so harsh that your friend 
declared they are giving up for good and that their 
dream is over. Take some time to write your friend a 
letter of encouragement.
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Write a love letter to your favorite vegetable.
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Write about a time you felt really proud of yourself.



Describe the best meal you ever had.
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Look at the last text you sent. Write a story based  
on that text.



Write about the last time someone made you smile.
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Write about a time you were lost.



VISUAL PROMPTS
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Write about a time you experienced a fresh start.

What was the 

first CD, cassette 

tape, vinyl re-

cord, 8-track, or 

digital download 

you owned? How 

did it make you 

feel?
Carrots, spinach, celery, let-

tuce, or kale. Write a love 

letter to your favorite 

vegetable.
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Take a minute and focus on 
breathing in and out. Then, try 
free-writing for 3-5 minutes.

If y
ou won a mil-

lion dollars, 
what 

would be th
e fi

rst 

thing you would 

buy and why?
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WRITE IT, DRAW IT!

Below each box is a word or phrase. Draw a picture 
above each word that describes that word or phrase. 

Be as detailed as you possibly can be. 

YOUR FAVORITE ANIMAL

A CITY
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A FLOWER

THE OCEAN
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IN A IN A 
SMALL PACKAGESMALL PACKAGE

IN A IN A 
SMALL PACKAGESMALL PACKAGE
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